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Abstract

In spring 2000, the British government auctioned o2 licences for Third Generation mobile
telecommunications services. In the preparation of the auction, two designs involving each a
hybrid of an English and a sealed-bid auction were considered by the government: A discrim-
inatory and a uniform price variant. We report an experiment on these two designs, and also
compare the results to those with a pure English auction. Both hybrids are similar in e5ciency,
revenue di2erences disappear as bidders get experienced. Compared to the discriminatory format,
the pure English auction induces more entry.
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1. Introduction

In April 2000, a spectacular auction took place in Great Britain. Five licences to
operate UMTS mobile telephony (or more generally 3G services 1 ) were put up for
sale and generated a total revenue of more than 22 billion British pounds. Such a
Agure established a new record in the history of spectrum auctions until it was topped
by the UMTS/IMT-2000 auction in Germany 4 months later. The widespread enthu-
siasm about UMTS comes from the data transfer rates it o2ers (up to 2 MBits=s)
which are 200 times faster than the current 2G (“Second Generation”) standards like
GSM. With such a speed, UMTS can combine the world of mobile telephony with
the world of the Internet. Moreover, the new standard is powerful enough to allow
for downloading motion pictures in real time or holding videoconferences via mobile
phone.
The 3G/UMTS auction in the United Kingdom was held by the British Radiocom-

munications Agency (RA). The event was preceded by extensive discussions between
RA and the potential participants over the packaging of frequencies and the design of
the auction. Radio frequencies are a scarce resource. In line with international agree-
ments, the British government reserved 2× 60 MHz paired spectrum and 1× 20 MHz
unpaired spectrum for 3G services. In 1998, RA initially proposed to package these
frequencies into four almost homogeneous licences of 2×15 MHz paired spectrum and
1 × 5 MHz unpaired spectrum each. 2 Next to the packaging, the auction design was
discussed. RA considered to use one of two auction designs that were both based on
the Anglo-Dutch concept developed by Klemperer, 3 who was one of the advisors of
the UK government. These Anglo-Dutch auctions are hybrids consisting of an ascend-
ing bid (“English”) Arst part and a sealed-bid (“Dutch”) second part. In the Arst part,
the price for a licence is increased until all but Ave bidders have quit the auction. In
the second stage, each of the remaining Ave bidders submits only one best and Anal
o2er, where their bid must be at least as high as the last prevailing price of the Arst
stage. The licences are then sold to the four highest bidders. The two formats di2er in
the price successful bidders pay. In the discriminatory Anglo-Dutch auction, the four
winners pay their respective bids. In the uniform Anglo-Dutch auction all four winners
pay the lowest winning bid. 4

1 3G – “Third Generation” – is the generic term for broadband mobile communications systems according
to the IMT-2000 standard of the International Telecommunications Union (ITU). The Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System (UMTS) is one of the systems of the IMT-2000 family. In the public discussion,
UMTS is often used as a synonym for 3G services, since most operators in Europe are expected to use this
system.
2 Later, RA decided to divide the available spectrum into Ave heterogeneous licences (see Section 7).
3 The Anglo-Dutch auction formats were Arst suggested in Klemperer (1998). In this paper, however, he

considered an (almost) common value auction which was not designed to At the UK 3G UMTS auction.
4 A third stage was provided to allocate the licences to the bidders. This was necessary because there

might have been slight di2erences between the licences, mainly with respect to the position of spectrum in
the frequency range. But, since these di2erences were expected to be minor, we do not consider this stage
in the following.
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Potential auction participants were asked to express their views on the designs under
consideration. 5 In this paper, we report the outcomes of a laboratory experiment that
was part of an extensive economic analysis commissioned by a potential bidder, before
putting forward comments on the auction design to RA. In our experiment, we compare
the two proposed Anglo-Dutch auction designs to one another and, further, to a pure
ascending auction format in which the Arst stage is extended until all but the four Anal
winners have withdrawn. The latter is a more traditional format similar to those used
in previous spectrum auctions in other countries. It turns out that both Anglo-Dutch
formats are very similar in terms of e5ciency, revenue, and entry possibilities, which
reIect the major goals of the UK government. Both formats also lead to outcomes
comparable to those of the ascending auction. We observe the highest number of
successful new entrants in the ascending auction, but lowest number of ine5cient
trades by new entrants in the discriminatory Anglo-Dutch hybrid.

2. Background

The Anglo-Dutch concept considered for the British 3G/UMTS auction was a nov-
elty for spectrum auctions. Most previous auctions for radio frequencies have used
multi-round simultaneous bid designs inspired by the US spectrum auctions held by
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). 6 In these auctions, participants sub-
mit bids for the items for sale (spectrum blocks or complete licences) in simultaneous
bidding rounds. In these bidding rounds, the bidders submitting the highest bids are
the current holders of the items. When no new bids are submitted, the auction ends
and the holders at the end of the auction are awarded their respective items.
For the allocation of the 3G licences in Great Britain, RA was reluctant to use such

an ascending auction format. This reluctance was based on the coincidence that four
incumbents (Vodafone, British Telecom, Orange, and One2One) were present on the
current UK mobile telephony market, and also four licences for the new technology
were to be auctioned. RA assessed that the current incumbents were very likely to be
stronger bidders with higher valuations for the licences than the new entrants. Therefore,
RA was worried that the four incumbents might receive the four licences without facing
strong competition by new operators. An ascending auction format was conjectured to
be especially discouraging for new entrants. Because the British government intended
to encourage new entrants to compete for the licences, RA was very concerned about
such e2ects. Obviously, also the revenue raised in the auction would be unsatisfactory
if all new entrants withdrew from the auction very early.
Because of their complexity, spectrum auction environments are generally not con-

ducive to a thorough game theoretic treatment. Nevertheless, by considering much
simpler and therefore more tractable set-ups, auction theory provides some examples

5 Government o5cials emphasised that no Anal decision had been made, neither on which of the two
variants was to be implemented, nor whether to use an Anglo-Dutch auction format at all.
6 For, discussions of the FCC auctions and its European successors see McMillan (1994), Cramton (1995),

McAfee and McMillan (1996), Ausubel et al. (1997), Keuter and Nett (1997), Salant (1997), van Damme
(1999), Bolle and Breitmoser (2000), Wolfstetter (2003), Grimm et al. (2002, 2003).
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that support concerns about early drop-out e2ects to some extent. Klemperer (1998)
spells out the Wallet Game, in which two players bid for a single item in an ascend-
ing auction. The common (unknown) value equals the sum of the two bidders’ signals
(“wallets”). The special feature in the variant Klemperer (1998) introduces is that both
bidders know that one of them will for sure have a small additional private value no
matter which common value is realised. Because of the payo2 advantage, the stronger
bidder can bid more aggressively, which forces the weaker bidder to bid even more
cautiously in order to avoid a loss. The more cautious the behaviour of the weaker
bidder, however, the more aggressively the advantaged bidder can bid in this constel-
lation. In equilibrium, the weaker bidder never outbids the stronger bidder, because he
would make a loss in that case. 7

Bikhchandani (1988) shows that a similar phenomenon can arise in second price
auctions, which are strategically equivalent to ascending auctions in the case of two
bidders. In his model, one of the two buyers assigns a greater value to the asset
than the other buyer with a positive probability. In Bikhchandani’s setting the stronger
bidder can credibly establish a reputation for being “tough”, and the weaker bidder
rationally refrains from serious competition. In their experiments on the two-player
game, however, Avery and Kagel (1997) And this e2ect to be much weaker than pre-
dicted. They report that many of their disadvantaged bidders fall prey to the winner’s
curse, especially when the drawn signal is low. In a di2erent setting, Robinson (1985)
shows that both in common value and private value settings “collusive” equilibria with
“early drop-outs” exist. Weaker bidders never win the auction, thus they do not lose
anything by quitting early. When they do so, the stronger bidder gets the item for a
very low price. However, experimental evidence does not strongly support these equi-
libria. Kamecke (1998a) studies two-bidder auctions in which bidders know whether
the competitor’s value is lower or higher than their own. Although the weaker bidder
therefore knows that he will not win in equilibrium, early drop-outs are not frequently
observed. While in Robinson’s setting these are equilibria in weakly dominated strate-
gies, Kamecke (1998b) constructs a more complex variant of Robinson’s set-up, in
which an iterated application of the dominance criteria does not lead to the elimination
of “early drop-out” equilibria.
The Anglo-Dutch formats, as proposed for the 3G/UMTS auction in the United

Kingdom, were intended to alleviate the problem of early drop-outs. The Anal allocation
of the items for sale to the bidders is determined in a sealed bid stage, which consists of
only one bidding round. This sealed bid stage would cure the problem of low revenue
equilibria in the simple theoretical examples mentioned above. On the other hand, the
Anglo-Dutch auctions maintain an ascending Arst stage to preserve the transparency of
ascending auctions to some extent.
The question arises whether the drop-out problem would also prevail in an environ-

ment more akin to the British 3G/UMTS scenario than the simple examples available.
There are reasons to believe that the empirically relevant auction framework is more
complex in a number of dimensions. Concerning bidders’ valuations, for example,

7 See also Bulow et al. (1998). Bulow and Klemperer (2000) extend this game to three bidders and obtain
some similar results.
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Goeree and O2erman (2002) observe that “most real world auctions exhibit both pri-
vate and common value elements”. Further, it is also quite likely to observe more
than just one-sided uncertainty about bidders’ types. Given such complexities, it is not
clear at all that the received predictions on the drop-out problem hold. For example,
de Frutos and Pechlivanos (2001) show that the drop-out problem in the Bikhchandani
(1988) framework disappears when uncertainty about the bidders’ types is two sided,
because in the equilibrium the weak bidder has a strictly positive probability of win-
ning. Given the contradictory results of the above-mentioned models, general assertions
on auctions with asymmetries seem di5cult to make. Therefore, great caution should
be taken when projecting these results onto richer environments such as the one under
consideration.
London Economics Ltd., the consultancy advising one of the potential bidders, ap-

proached us for an experimental study to complement the preparations of the bidder’s
submission to RA. Among the two suggested designs, the bidder a priori believed
that the uniform variant would be more favourable. Next to experiments on these
Anglo-Dutch variants, we also conducted experiments on a pure ascending format. The
bidder favoured such a simple ascending design most, but it was not considered by the
UK government at that stage of the decision-making process. We designed and exam-
ined a model that on the one hand is simple enough to allow experimentation, but on
the other hand is rich enough to capture the most important features characterising the
British spectrum auction environment. The model was developed in close co-operation
with London Economics. In this paper, we present the results of the experimental
examination. 8

3. The valuation model

A crucial factor in the analysis of auction design is the way in which the value of
the objects to the bidders is modelled. In the theoretical and experimental literature on
auctions, two main streams have evolved. 9 In independent private value models, each
bidder knows his own valuation, but not the valuations of the other bidders. Addition-
ally, the distribution from which all bidders’ values are drawn is (usually) common
knowledge. All private values are drawn independently, either from the same distribu-
tion (symmetric case), or from di2erent distributions for di2erent bidders (asymmetric
case). Examples for independent private value models are perishable goods auctions,

8 At the time our experimental study was conducted, no other experimental data set in a related frame-
work was available. RA had commissioned experiments on the two Anglo-Dutch auction formats that were
conducted in parallel to ours by Ken Binmore. Details of the design and the results were not made pub-
lic because of conAdentiality concerns, but according to the publicly available documents (UMTS Auction
Consultative Group, 1998), the main Anding of these experiments was that both hybrids perform well. A
comparison with ascending designs was not made. Earlier experiments concerned with spectrum auctions
are hardly comparable, since the experiments have been customised to the particular auction design and
environment under consideration (Plott, 1997).
9 A third strand, the aAliated value paradigm, provides a generalised combination of private and common

value auctions (Milgrom and Weber, 1982). Our model can be seen as a multi-object variant of this model,
but we do not make use of the complication of non-independent signals.
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such as Iowers, vegetables and Ash auctions. Generally, this model is well suited for
situations in which a bidder’s willingness to pay solely depends on his personal traits.
The other main type of valuation model is the common value model. In a common

value auction, the value of an item is the same for all bidders, but not known at the time
of the auction. Before the auction each bidder receives an estimate (a signal) drawn
from some distribution around the true value. The classical example of a common
value auction is the auctioning of oil drilling rights. In these auctions, the value of
the licence almost only depends on the quantity of oil in the corresponding Aeld. The
signal bidders in these auctions typically have are the estimations in their geological
reports. A well-known phenomenon in connection with common value auctions, which
is both empirically and experimentally observed, is the so-called winner’s curse. 10

Often the winning bidder overpays the true value of the item. This is so, since bidders
naturally tend to bid higher, the higher their estimate for the item is. As a result, the
bidder who over-estimates the true value most, wins the auction and pays more than
the average signal and, thus, often more than the actual value of the item. In game
theoretic models of common value auctions, bidders make corrections to their bids,
such that in equilibrium no expected losses occur.
For the valuation of a 3G licence, features of both models can be identiAed. The

common value component arises because for all buyers proAt prospects are a2ected
by the development of the UMTS market as a whole. Since the technology is new
(even the products supplied with UMTS are largely unknown at present), judgement
errors can lead to a considerable potential for the winner’s curse. Because the market
is not yet developed, it seems implausible that single bidders have superior private
information on market expectations, or expect other bidders to have an information
advantage. A private value component is present since the expected proAts of a single
UMTS provider depend on the potential of its business concept. Operators already
active in GSM services (the incumbents) may face better initial conditions than new
entrants, therefore the private value component is asymmetric. The advantages mainly
stem from the incumbents’ existing pool of GSM subscribers, who can be attracted to
UMTS. Incumbents not only have a better access to customers, but also to existing
installations and the corresponding human capital. Further determinants of a bidder’s
private value are the extent to which a UK licence contributes to the global business
strategy of a company, potentially non-rational expectations of share-holders (especially
if a company is to be sold or plans public o2ering after the auction), and synergy e2ects
with a company’s other activities (e.g. Internet and multimedia services). 11

We model a bidder’s valuation of a licence as the sum of the common value compo-
nent (cvc), representing the component arising from the market potential of UMTS, and

10 The winner’s curse phenomenon was Arst reported in an empirical study on oil Aeld auctions by Capen
et al. (1971). A quote in Cassady (1967, p. 29) suggests that the winner’s curse was already identiAed
by buddhist monks in 7 AD. “When the personal belongings of deceased monks were auctioned o2 and
the bidding went too high, the monk who acted as the auctioneer reminded his fellow monks: Better be
thoughtful. You might regret it later.” Numerous experimental studies have examined this phenomenon,
beginning with Kagel and Levin (1986), for an overview see Kagel (1995).
11 For a detailed description of the UK mobile telecommunications market see Valletti and Cave (1998).
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a private value component (pvc), representing advantages or disadvantages of single
operators. 12 We conducted the experimental auctions with eight bidders. 13 The cvc is
identical for all bidders, randomly drawn from the integers in the interval [1000; 1500].
The bidders are neither informed about the random draw of the cvc nor about the
interval from which it is drawn. 14 However, each bidder receives an independent
private signal on the cvc and is informed about the fact that these signals are determined
by uniform random draws from the integers in the interval [cvc − 200; cvc + 200].
The pvc of each bidder is an integer number, randomly determined between −100

and +100, inclusively. The underlying distribution for the pvc draw depends on the
bidder’s type, which can be either INC or NEW. Four INC-type bidders represent the
four incumbents on the British GSM market, the four NEW-type bidders represent
four new entrants. For simplicity, we make no further distinctions within the set of
incumbents and within the set of new entrants. Each bidder is informed about the types
of all bidders and his/her own pvc. Bidders know that at the outset of an auction there
are four bidders of type INC and four bidders of type NEW. During the course of an
auction, they are always informed about the number of INC and the number of NEW
bidders still remaining in the auction. 15

A bidder of type INC has a pvc, which is drawn uniformly from the interval
[0; : : : ;+100] with an 80% chance and drawn uniformly from the interval [−100; : : : ; 0]
with the remaining 20% chance. A bidder of type N has a pvc, which is drawn uni-
formly from the interval [0; : : : ;+100] with a 20% probability and drawn uniformly
from the interval [ − 100; : : : ; 0] with the remaining 80% probability. The high prob-
ability of the INC-type bidders to have a positive pvc reIects the advantages of the
incumbents. Nevertheless, it is not impossible that a new entrant receives a high pri-
vate value component as well. The idea is that private advantages can come from many
sources and not all of them are attributable to incumbents only. 16

12 Goeree and O2erman (2002) consider a similar model to study the e5ciency properties of mixed valu-
ation Arst-price auctions. They report experimental evidence showing that the presence of a common value
component in bidders’ valuations decreases e5ciency, as theoretically predicted.
13 It was expected that 9 or 10 bidders would participate in the UK UMTS auction (it turned out to be
13). However, space and time constraints required to reduce the number of participants. We do not think
that adding more weak bidders would change the results dramatically.
14 The latter ensured that extreme signals did not carry more information than moderate signals. It seemed
unrealistic that any bidder should know that his signal is actually close to the limit of the possible range of
values.
15 In the experiments, the computer screen always contained this piece of information.
16 This is di2erent from the assumptions of some other related models, in which the ex ante weaker bidder
knows for sure that he will have a private value disadvantage, e.g. Klemperer (1998), Jehiel and Moldovanu
(2000). At the time when the auction was designed little experience with UMTS auctions was available.
Thus, bidders naturally perceived a strong ex ante uncertainty about the relative strength of contestants. In
our design, we therefore chose the probability distributions for the pvc in a way that there was a signiAcant
probability that the strongest entrant had a higher valuation than the weakest incumbent (with our param-
eters this probability is approximately 76%). The precise probability distribution bidders attributed to the
competitors’ relative strength is of course not observable and will most likely di2er from bidder to bidder.
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4. The auction mechanisms

We study three di2erent auction mechanisms for auctioning four units that repre-
sent the four licences. Two of these auction mechanisms proceed in two stages. The
Arst stage consists of consecutive rounds of simultaneous bidding and ends when no
more than Ave bidders remain. The second stage then consists of just one round of
simultaneous bidding, where the four bidders with the highest bids receive the units.
The di2erence between the two types of two-stage auctions concerns the price the
four winning bidders have to pay. In the uniform auction, they all pay the fourth
highest bid; in the discriminatory auction each of the four highest bidders pays his
own bid. The third auction mechanism is a simple English auction, which proceeds
in consecutive rounds of simultaneous bidding until only four bidders remain. These
remaining bidders receive the four units and each of them pays the Afth
highest bid. The next section describes the auction mechanisms in more
detail.

4.1. The two-stage auctions (uniform and discriminatory)

The rules for both two-stage auctions were closely adapted from the rules suggested
by RA. The only major modiAcation concerned the pattern for the minimum increments.
This pattern was modiAed in a manner that allowed us to increase the number of
auctions within a session.

4.1.1. The stages
The uniform and the discriminatory auction both consist of two consecutive stages.

Stage 1 proceeds in several rounds. At the beginning of each round, each bidder is
informed about:

• The current price: In round one, the current price is randomly determined 17 and
called reserve price; in later rounds, it is equal to the sixth highest bid of the previous
round;

• The number of active bidders of each type and their identi<cation numbers: In
the Arst round all eight bidders are active. In all other rounds, the active bidders
are those who were active in the previous round and did not quit the auction (see
below);

• The minimal bid: The minimal bid of the Arst round coincides with the current price
of the Arst round; in all other rounds an increment is added to the current price.
Table 1 presents the increments used, depending on the number of active bidders and

17 To speed up the experiment the random draw was positively correlated to the actual cvc, such that the
relevant price range would be reached faster when the cvc was high. However, subjects were not told about
this correlation, and considerable noise was added in order to prevent that subjects could draw inference
from the reserve price on the actual cvc.
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Table 1
Bidding increments

Number of active bidders Current price (c) Increment

8 c = reserve price (r) +175
r + 16 c6 r + 175 +125
r + 1766 c6 r + 300 +75
c¿ r + 300 +25

7 Always +20

6 Always +10

the current price. 18 Subjects knew that the bid increment follows a certain pattern,
but they were not told the exact steps listed in Table 1. 19

Each bidder has two possible actions:

• Quit the auction: A bidder can quit the auction by either actively choosing the option
to quit or by not submitting a bid during the round’s decision time. 20 In general, a
bidder who quits the auction is not able to re-enter (exceptions see below), or

• Submit a bid: A bid is feasible for a certain bidder, if it is greater or equal to the
minimal bid. In addition, bids must be no greater than a given maximum bid of
2000 (so-called “liquidity constraint”). The latter restriction prevents ruinously high
bids possibly submitted by error.

The Arst stage of the auction ends as soon as either:

• Exactly three bidders have quit the auction at that stage: Then the other Ave (still
active) bidders proceed to the second stage; or

• More than three bidders have quit the auction at that stage: If this has happened in
the Arst round, then all bidders who submitted a bid in the Arst round proceed to the
second stage; if this has happened in a later round, all bidders who had submitted a
bid in the round before the current one proceed to the second stage.

The second stage of the auction consists of only one round of bidding. Each bidder
who has reached the second stage must submit a bid. The minimal bid equals the

18 In spectrum auctions, the minimum increment is usually chosen as a certain percentage (e.g. 10%) that
can be lowered by the auctioneer in later rounds. However, this pattern leads to very small absolute increases
especially at early rounds when prices are still far away from the bidders’ willingness to pay. On the other
hand, a Axed percentage would lead to large absolute jumps in later rounds, such that many bidders would
drop out in the same round.
19 This was to keep the instructions simple to explain, but it also accords with the common practice in
spectrum auctions. Typically, it is at the auctioneer’s discretion to set the increment during the auction.
20 In the beginning of a session the decision time was set to 3 minutes. Afterwards it was reduced to
1 minute. There was no indication that the subjects perceived the decision time as too short.
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current price of the last round of the Arst stage. As before, the submitted bids cannot
be smaller than the minimal bid. If a bidder refrains from submitting a bid within the
provided decision time, it is assumed that this bidder has submitted a bid equal to the
minimal bid.

4.1.2. Allocation and payments
The allocation of the four units to the bidders in the second stage proceeds in one

of two ways:

• Uniform auction: The bidders with the four highest bids (ranks of equally high bids
are assigned randomly with equal probabilities) receive the four units and each of
them pays a price equal to the fourth highest bid, or

• Discriminatory auction: The bidders with the four highest bids (ranks of equally
high bids are assigned randomly with equal probabilities) receive the four units and
each of them pays a price equal to his own bid.

4.1.3. Information about bids in the two-stage auctions
In both auction formats, after each round within an auction, all bidders are informed

about the identity of those who submitted a bid. After each round in the Arst stage, the
bidders are additionally informed about the current price. However, they are neither
informed about the identity of the bidders with the sixth highest bid (recall that from
the second round on, the current price equals the sixth highest bid) nor about other
bids.
After the second stage, all bidders are informed about the common value cvc of

a unit. In the discriminatory auction, they are informed about all Anal bids and the
identity of the bidders. In the uniform auction, they are informed only about the fourth
highest Anal bid (i.e. the price), the ranking of all Anal bids and the identity of the
corresponding bidders.
Bidders who do not receive a unit neither gain nor lose. The payo2 of a bidder who

buys a unit is equal to the sum of the common value component and the private value
component of the bidder minus the amount the bidder pays for the unit (cvc + pvc −
price).

4.2. The English auction

The English auction proceeds in a single stage, which is analogous to the Arst stage
of the two-stage auction versions, with the following exceptions:

• The current price (after the Arst round) is the Afth highest rather than the sixth
highest bid of the previous round.

• As long as at least six bidders are active, the bidding increment is determined by
Table 1, in the same way as in the Arst stage of a two-stage auction. Otherwise the
bidding increment is +10.
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• The bidding continues until at least four bidders have quit the auction:

– If the number of bidders who have quit is four, the units are allocated to the four
remaining bidders and each of them pays a price equal to the current price of the
last round, i.e. equal to the Afth highest bid of the previous round.

– If the number of bidders who have quit exceeds four (this may happen if more
than one bidder has decided to quit the auction in the preceding round), all
remaining bidders receive a unit. The units left are then allocated randomly and
with equal probability to those bidders who had simultaneously quit the auction in
the preceding round. The price that all the purchasing bidders pay is equal to the
current price.

– If the number of bidders who bid the reserve price in the very Arst round is smaller
than four, these bidders receive a unit at the reserve price and no other units are
sold.

• The information about the Anal bids is analogous to the information given in the
uniform auction.

4.3. The experimental design

The experiment was conducted in October 1998 at the Laboratorium f!ur experi-
mentelle Wirtschaftsforschung at the University of Bonn. The experiment was com-
puterised with software developed using RatImage (Abbink and Sadrieh, 1995). The
three treatments were the three auction designs: uniform price auction, discriminatory
price auction and English auction. The experimental subjects were students (mostly
of law and economics) of the University of Bonn. They were paid according to their
performance in the auction. The average pay per hour was about 22 DM, which is
above the students’ regular hourly wage rate. 21 Each subject could only participate
in one of the inexperienced sessions. In addition some subjects also participated in
one of the experienced sessions. All subjects in experienced sessions had already par-
ticipated in an inexperienced session using the same auction format. The experienced
sessions were held after all inexperienced sessions had been concluded, such that the
break between the inexperienced and the experienced sessions was between 3 days and
2 weeks. We report nine sessions each with the uniform and the discriminatory auc-
tion, and Ave with the pure English format. 22 With experienced subjects, we conducted
three sessions with each of the Anglo-Dutch hybrids. In total 184 subjects participated
in more than 400 auctions.
In most cases, 15 auctions were conducted in each inexperienced session and 20 in

the experienced sessions. For the sake of comparability, several sets of random values
were drawn in advance. Each such set is called a set-up and contains random signals

21 One DM is equivalent to 0:51. At the time of the experiment, DM1 was approximately US-$0.60 and
$0:35.
22 The experiments were conducted under an extremely tight time schedule, since strict deadlines had to
be met for the submission of the results to RA. Therefore, only Ave observations in the pure English format
with inexperienced subjects could be gathered.
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for the cvc and the pvcs for all auctions of a session, independently drawn for each
auction within a session. In total 12 di2erent set-ups were used in the sessions. 23

Nine set-ups (1; : : : ; 9) in the inexperienced subjects’ sessions and three set-ups in the
experienced subjects’ sessions. Each of the set-ups 1–5 was used for one session of
the discriminatory auction, one session of the uniform auction, and one session of
the English auction. Each of the other set-ups was used in only one session of the
discriminatory auction and one session of the uniform auction. The fact that we held
the set-up constant for one session of each auction type allows us to make direct
comparisons, which are not a2ected by the realisations of the random variables.
The same eight subjects participated in each auction within a given session. The

bidder type (INC or NEW) of each subject remained unchanged over all auctions of
a session. At the beginning of the session, each subject received a capital balance to
which gains were added and from which losses were subtracted. The total earnings
of a subject in the experiment consisted of the sum of all payo2s from the auctions
plus the capital balance. The sessions lasted between 3 and 312 hours, which included
detailed instructions of approximately 30 minutes. The written instructions (translated
from German) that were handed out to the subjects are contained in Appendix A.

5. Results

In the following, we analyse the data of the experiment with respect to total surplus
in the auction, the number of successful NEW-type bidders, the auction revenue, and
the avoidance of the winner’s curse. These aspects of the outcomes are of particular
interest because they are closely related to the goals described in the statements of the
British government. The main objective repeatedly stated was the concern for overall
e5ciency and general welfare. 24

We run our statistical tests on the data from the sessions with inexperienced subjects.
In order to account for a change of behaviour over time, we group the results of the
auctions of each inexperienced session into three phases of Ave auctions (1–5, 6–10,
11–15). We run statistical tests for all phases of the sessions with inexperienced sub-
jects, but we consider the last phase as the most representative of the behaviour of real
bidders, because bidders in the UMTS auctions are expected to be very well-prepared
professionals. Since only three observations of sessions with experienced subjects are
available per treatment, statistical tests cannot be run for these data.
In the statistical analysis, the measures for the outcomes of the three auction mech-

anisms are compared pairwise for each of the three phases (runs 1–5, 6–10, 11–15).
When comparing the discriminatory to the uniform auction, all nine sessions with
inexperienced subjects are examined. When comparing the English to either of the
other auction mechanisms, only the Arst Ave sessions with inexperienced subjects are

23 Due to serious language problems with the subjects of one session, which led to the completion of only
eight auctions, we decided to discard both sessions with the 13th set-up from the evaluation.
24 For a detailed account of the government’s objectives see Department of Trade and Industry (1998).
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Fig. 1. Average total surplus - inexperienced subjects.

examined to ensure comparability. We report the results of the binomial test. We have
also applied other non-parametric tests; the results are not essentially di2erent.

5.1. Surplus

We study total surplus as a measure of e5ciency. The total surplus is the sum
of the four buyers’ valuations for the items, where a buyer’s valuation is the sum
of his private value component and the common value component. Total surplus is
maximised when the licences are awarded to the bidders with the highest private value
components. Fig. 1 shows the average total surplus in the three auction formats for
each of 15 auctions, for all set-ups available in each treatment. All three formats are
very similar in the average total surplus. No signiAcant di2erence can be detected in
any pairwise comparison of auction designs. This also holds for the comparison of
the total surplus measures in the sessions with experienced subjects that are displayed
in Fig. 2. The strong correlation between the surpluses of the two treatments is due
to the paired set-ups. The common value and private value components di2er across
rounds, but are the same across treatments for a given auction number. The correlation
is less pronounced for the comparison of the English versus the Anglo-Dutch auctions,
because only a subset of set-ups was used in the English auction condition.
Table 2 shows percentage measures for the capacity of the auction designs to generate

total surplus. Recall that the maximal surplus is realised if the four bidders with the
highest values receive the licences. The surplus is minimised, given all four licences
are sold, 25 if the four licences are awarded to the bidders with the lowest valuations.

25 In principle, it is possible that licences remain unsold, if less than four bidders are willing to pay the
reserve price. In this case, the total surplus can be even lower. In our experiments, however, this case never
occurred.
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Fig. 2. Average total surplus - experienced subjects.

Table 2
Total surplus extraction in the three auction formats

Auction format Set-ups 1–5 (%) Set-ups 1–9 (%) Experienced (%)

Discriminatory 74.9 72.5 76.8
Uniform 69.8 70.5 73.7
English 69.4 — —

We therefore compute the surplus extraction ratio as the di2erence between actual (act)
and minimal (min) surplus, in relation to the di2erence between maximal (max) and
minimal surplus, formally

Sact − Smin
Smax − Smin : (1)

The measure illustrates the percentage of excess surplus (in addition to the minimal
surplus) that is extracted in the auction. The average surplus extraction ratios for the
three auction formats are listed in Table 2, computed for the later phase (rounds
11–15) and for all rounds of the sessions with experienced subjects. The surplus
measures are highest for the discriminatory hybrid, while the uniform hybrid and the
English auction perform very similarly. However, as for the absolute total surpluses,
signiAcant di2erences between any of the three designs cannot be detected.

5.2. Chances for new entrants to purchase a licence

One major reason why the auction designers introduced the sealed-bid stage was
that this was expected to favour new entrants. Our experimental data, however, do not
support such expectations. Table 3 shows the e5cient number of NEW-type bidders
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Table 3
Average number of new entrants buying a licence (last phase)

Set-up E5cient Discriminatory Uniform English

total �  total �  total � 

1 1.0 2.0 1.3 0.3 1.3 1.0 0.3 2.0 1.8 0.8
2 1.0 1.2 0.8 0.3 1.6 1.2 0.6 1.4 1.0 0.6
3 1.2 1.6 0.6 0.2 1.8 1.4 0.8 1.8 1.2 0.6
4 1.0 1.4 0.6 0.2 1.8 1.4 0.6 2.2 1.4 0.2
5 1.4 1.6 0.8 0.6 1.6 1.0 0.8 2.0 0.8 0.2

avg 1.1 1.5 0.8 0.3 1.7 1.2 0.6 1.9 1.2 0.5

Total = average number of new entrants who buy a licence.
� = average number of new entrants who ine5ciently buy a licence.
=average number of new entrants who do not buy a licence although it would have been e5cient to buy.

who ought to receive a license and the average number of NEW-type bidders who
actually purchase a licence in the last phase of the inexperienced sessions. Additionally,
Table 3 indicates the number of new entrants who ine5ciently buy a licence (�) and
the number of new entrants for whom it would have been e5cient to buy although
they do not buy a licence (). All three auction formats result in a higher number
of new entrants buying a license than would be e5cient. The highest number of new
entrants receiving a license can be found in the English auction, while the lowest extent
of ine5cient trades by new entrants can be found in the discriminatory Anglo-Dutch
hybrid.
In all Ave set-ups conducted with the English auction design, the number of success-

ful new entrants is at least as high as under the discriminatory Anglo-Dutch hybrid.
The di2erence is weakly signiAcant at p=0:06 (one sided), according to the Wilcoxon
signed-ranks test. The di2erences between the English and the uniform auction and
between the two hybrids are not signiAcant. The low amount of entry in the dis-
criminatory Anglo-Dutch hybrid, however, is accompanied by the lowest number of
ine5cient trades by new entrants. Both the � and  indicators are lower in the dis-
criminatory Anglo-Dutch hybrid than in the two other treatments (p¡ 0:1, one sided,
according to the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test in all cases). The uniform Anglo-Dutch
hybrid and the English auction show no signiAcant di2erences.

5.3. Revenue

Revenue was mentioned as one of the goal variables of the British government. 26

The revenue is the sum of prices paid by the four buyers. Fig. 3 shows the average
revenue generated up to 15 repetitions of the auction in the experiment with inexperi-
enced subjects. Again, the Agure shows the average of all set-ups used in the respective
condition. Fig. 4 depicts the analogous for the experienced sessions.

26 Government o5cials repeatedly emphasised that revenue maximisation was not the primary goal.
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Fig. 3. Average revenue - inexperienced subjects.
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Fig. 4. Average revenue - experienced subjects.

In the beginning of an inexperienced session, the discriminatory auction has a clear
and signiAcant revenue advantage over the uniform auction. The pure English auction
yields weakly signiAcantly higher revenue than both hybrids in the second phase. How-
ever, as bidders get experienced, the di2erences diminish. Towards the end of the ex-
periment, no signiAcant di2erences in revenue can be detected between the three auction
designs. Interestingly, the similarity in revenue between the two hybrids remains stable
in the experienced sessions, as Fig. 4 shows. Again, the use of the same set-ups for the
treatments induces a pronounced correlation between the graphs. SigniAcant di2erences
of the average revenue in each phase (the Ave run average) are presented in Table 4.
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Table 4
SigniAcant di2erences in average revenue

Five run average revenue Experience phase

1–5 6–10 11–15

D versus U D1¿U1 (0.01) D2¿U2 (0.03) —
D versus E — D2¡E2 (0.09) —
U versus E — U2¡E2 (0.06) —

In brackets are the one-tail p-values according to the binomial test.

Table 5
Average standardised revenue in the three auction formats

Auction format Set-ups 1–5 (%) Set-ups 1–9 (%) Experienced (%)

Discriminatory 93.8 93.9 95.2
Uniform 95.1 93.9 95.0
English 94.7 — —

The revenue advantage of the discriminatory over the uniform auction in the early
phase of the experiment can be explained with inexperienced bidders submitting bids
close to their signal. Then, the feature of the uniform auction to charge every winner
only the fourth highest bids leads to less revenue. However, it is interesting that the
pure English auction does not yield less revenue than the discriminatory format, though
it shares the characteristic of a one-price auction with the uniform hybrid. Apparently,
the English auction induces quite aggressive bidding behaviour right from the start of
the experiment.
Table 5 shows the standardised revenue, which we deAne as the actual revenue in

the auction divided by the maximal surplus. Notice that the maximal surplus may be
di2erent from the value to the actual buyers, if other than the four bidders with the
highest private value components buy a licence. 27 If the auction extracts all value from
the buyers without inIicting losses on the industry, then the standardised revenue is
equal to 1. All entries in the second and third column of the table to the last experience
phase of the inexperienced sessions.
Next to the expected revenue, a risk-averse auctioneer would favour a secure rev-

enue expectation. Note that the real UMTS auction is a one-shot game. Therefore, we
computed also the revenue spread, the di2erence between the minimal and the maxi-
mal revenue achieved within the Ave runs of an experience phase. We And a weakly
signiAcantly lower revenue spread in the uniform than in the discriminatory auction
(one tail p = 0:07, according to the binomial test) in the last experience phase. No

27 The set of actual buyers may di2er across treatments, the set of highest value bidders does not. To make
the Agures comparable, we therefore standardised with respect to the value the licences have to the latter.
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signiAcant di2erence could be observed between of the hybrids and the ascending price
format.

5.4. Winner’s curse

A buyer su2ers from the winner’s curse, if he/she overpays, i.e. if the price paid
is higher than the cvc plus the buyer’s pvc. Recall that the bidders were not informed
about the cvc, so that prior to buying, a bidder typically was unaware that he/she had
o2ered to pay too much. Though the winner’s curse induces a tendency towards high
revenue, the phenomenon is very undesirable for the government as the auctioneer.
Given the huge amounts at stake, overpaying bidders can face severe Anancial prob-
lems and even go bankrupt. The most prominent case has been the C-block auction held
in 1996 by the FCC in the United States in which all major buyers defaulted on their
instalments and Aled for bankruptcy. 28 As a result, the spectrum is still largely unused
even after 5 years. Further, next to the licence costs high investments by the licensees
are required. Thus, avoiding overpayment seems desirable for a spectrum auction
designer.
We do not And signiAcant di2erences in the occurrences of the winner’s curse in

the last experience phase. In the Arst and the second experience phase, we observe
signiAcantly more winner’s curses in the discriminatory than in the uniform auction
(one tail p = 0:07; 0:02, respectively, according to the binomial test). This supports
the Andings about the revenue di2erences between these two auction formats. The
uniform auction induces lower prices (thus less revenue and fewer winner’s curses) in
the beginning, but the di2erence disappears with experience.

5.5. Bidding behaviour of weak and strong bidders

Fig. 5 shows the development of average signal to bid di2erence for the incumbents
and the new entrants in the three treatments. It is evident that bid shading should
be greater in the discriminatory price auctions than in the uniform or the English
auction to avoid the winner’s curse. The Agure shows that this is the case on av-
erage, both for incumbents and new entrants. (The di2erences are generally in the
expected direction, but not signiAcant in all cases.) In the discriminatory hybrid, the
new entrants with little experience bid too aggressively. This – as we have shown
above – leads to a high frequency of losses due to the winner’s curse in the early
auction rounds. As the subjects gain experience with the discriminatory setting, they
increase the bid shading and the occurrences of the winner’s curse rapidly dimin-
ish. Thus, in the most experienced phase the number of set-ups in which new en-
trants bid more aggressively than incumbents is almost equal to the opposite cases.

28 The C-block auction involved a generous scheme of deferred payments at low interest rates. Cramton
(2000) argues that this scheme favoured the bidders with the most speculative business plans. Zheng (2001)
shows that in an auction with uncertainty and Anancial constraints, the bidders with the tightest constraints
win and are most likely to go bankrupt.
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Fig. 5. Average signal to bid di2erence.

(The signiAcant di2erence between the bid shading behaviour of the two bidder types
that can be observed in the early phases, is not present in the most experienced
phase.)
Since the uniform auction is a 4th price auction, while the English auction is

a 5th price auction, we can expect to see less aggressive bidding (i.e. more bid
shading) in the Uniform auction. Fig. 5 shows that in the English auction new en-
trants start o2 bidding much more aggressively than the incumbents and this dif-
ference in behaviour remains basically unchanged over time. Note, that both types
slightly increase their bid shading when they are experienced. The data do not al-
low us to make a clear statistical statement on this e2ect, but there is support for
the following conjecture: Even after subjects are experienced, the English auction
invites a more aggressive bidding by new entrants than by incumbents, while the
other two auction types do not. This seems to account for the fact that new en-
trants remain somewhat more successful in the English auction than in either of
the hybrids. It is well possible that new entrants bid more aggressively in the En-
glish auction because the actual or perceived risk of aggressive bidding is reduced
by the gradual increase of bids and the rich information provided by the mechanism
(Table 6).
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Table 6
Di2erences in bid shading

Number of set-ups in which the new entrants bid more aggressively than the incumbents

Treatment Experience phase

1–5 6–10 11–15

Discriminatory 8 of 9 8 of 9 5 of 9
Uniform 3 of 9 6 of 9 3 of 9
English 4 of 5 4 of 5 4 of 5

6. Conclusions from the experiment

We compared two auction formats suggested by the British government for the
3G/UMTS licence auction in the UK. In addition, we compared both designs to a more
traditional English auction design. With respect to the main goals of high economic
e5ciency, good chances for new entrants, high revenue, and winner’s curse avoidance,
we And only small di2erences. Moreover, these di2erences vanish in later rounds, which
are most representative of the real situation. The most striking Anding is that all three
formats induce remarkably little revenue di2erences in later rounds of the experiments.
When bidders are su5ciently experienced, all three formats seem to be “experimentally
revenue equivalent”. 29

Our experimental results suggest that the novel Anglo-Dutch auction designs are nei-
ther more, nor less e5cient or revenue generating than the ascending auction formats.
The claim that the sealed-bid stage favours new entrants is not supported. On the con-
trary, we observe the highest number of successful new entrants in the English auction.
The discriminatory hybrid, however, induces less ine5cient trades by new entrants than
the other two formats. All three designs show similar performance in protecting bidders
from the winner’s curse in the last experience phase.
We believe our experimental results to be indicative for the performance of the

three designs. However, they cannot be conclusive for spectrum auctions in general,
since our experiment was designed for the speciAc UK situation. In other auctions
for mobile telephony licensing, the situation may be di2erent with respect to spectrum
packaging or market structure, so that di2erent auction designs may be appropriate.
Before a spectrum auction is held, evidence from experiments tailored to the particular
environment should be sought.

29 The famous revenue equivalence theorem by Vickrey (1961) states that in equilibrium expected revenue
is the same in Dutch and English single-unit auctions when buyers are risk neutral and have independent
private values. Milgrom and Weber (2000) show this result holds for multi-unit auctions (i.e. Uniform,
Discriminatory, English (sequential or not), First- and Second-Price auctions) under the same assumptions
if buyers have unit demands.
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Table 7
Assignment of spectrum to licences

Licence Paired spectrum (MHz) Unpaired spectrum (MHz)

A 2× 15 1× 5 (reserved for new entrant)
B 2× 15 —
C 2× 10 1× 5
D 2× 10 1× 5
E 2× 10 1× 5

7. Epilogue: Further development

The results of the experiment were reported to RA by the auction participant who
commissioned this work. In the process of the licensing not only the auction design, but
also the frequency packaging of the licences was changed. The British government de-
cided to award Ave licences instead of four. These packages could not be homogeneous
anymore because the 2× 60 MHz paired and 20 MHz unpaired spectrum available for
3G services can only be divided into blocks of 5 MHz bandwidth. The spectrum was
assigned to the licences as listed in Table 7. 30

The auction design chosen to sell the Ave licences was a traditional ascending auction
format. In every round, each bidder could place a bid on one of the Ave licences, where
the incumbents were not allowed to bid on licence A. When a bidder was overbid on
a licence, he had to bid in order to stay in the process, but he was free to switch
between the licences. A bidder standing high on a licence was not allowed to bid until
he was overbid again. The auction ended when all but the Ave bidders Anally standing
high on the licences had withdrawn. A sealed-bid stage was not conducted. 31

Thirteen bidders participated in the auction, next to the four incumbents (Vodafone,
British Telecom, Orange, and One2One) there were nine bidders mainly constituted by
foreign telecommunications operators. The auction process started in March 2000 and
was completed after 6 weeks and 150 rounds. The allocation of the licences and the
selling prices are shown in Table 8. 32

30 The spectrum assigned to a licence does not directly correspond to its capacity, but rather determines
the costs at which services can be provided. In principle, it is possible to increase the capacity of spectrum
by installing a narrower network of base stations. However, this requires additional investment. Thus, the
owner of a large licence (A or B) can be expected to have Axed cost advantages. Whether the lacking block
of unpaired spectrum of licence B is relevant for its value is not clear. Unpaired spectrum can be used
only if tra5c is predominantly asymmetric. Its value depends on the future demand for asymmetric data
transmission and on future technology.
31 Klemperer (2002) reports that a straightforward ascending design was no longer considered counterindi-
cated because after the switch to Ave licences it was ensured that at least one new entrant would win a
licence.
32 For ex post analyses of the 3G/UMTS auction in the United Kingdom auction see Plott and Salmon
(2001), Cramton (2001) or BTorgers and Dustmann (2002).
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Table 8
The result of the UK-UMTS auction

Licence Winner Price ($)a (bn)

A TIW 4.385
B Vodafone 5.964
C British Telecom 4.030
D One2One 4.003
E Orange 4.095

Total revenue 22.477

aAt the time of the auction, $1 was approximately EUR 1.69 and US-$1.63.
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Appendix A. The written instructions

The following instructions, which were read aloud to the subjects, were originally
in German.

The rules in the auction experiment

Goods, bidders, and values

• Four units of a good can be bought in the auction. The units are indistinguishable.
• Eight bidders take part in the auction. Each bidder can buy one unit of the good at
most.

• Each of the units has a common value that is identical for all units. The bidders
are not informed of the common value during the auction. Each bidder receives
an estimate of the common value, which is randomly drawn from the range ±200
around the common value. Each bidder receives a individual estimate of the common
value, i.e. the estimates of the bidders will typically be di2erent from one another.

• Each bidder is informed on his/her additional personal value, which he/she receives
upon purchasing a unit of the good. The bidders’ additional personal values will
usually be di2erent from one another. They all lie in the interval [− 100; : : : ;+100].
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There are two di2erent types of bidders. The additional personal values of the
P-Type bidders lie in the interval [0; : : : ;+100] with a probability of 80% and in
the interval [−100; : : : ; 0] with a probability of 20%. The additional personal values
of the M-Type bidders lie in the interval [− 100; : : : ; 0] with a probability of 80%
and in the interval [0; : : : ;+100] with a probability of 20%. The values within each of
the intervals are equally likely to be drawn. Note that the additional personal value
is not an estimate.

Stages of the auction

• [The auction proceeds in two consecutive stages. Typically Ave of the eight bidders
are selected in stage 1 to bid for the four units in stage 2.]Discriminatory and Uniform

[1st stage of the auction]Discriminatory and Uniform [Rounds of the auction]English

• At the outset of the auction, each bidder is informed of the maximal amount he/she
is permitted to bid, i.e. of his/her liquidity.

• [Stage 1 consists of a number of rounds.]Discriminatory and Uniform Before each round,
every bidder is informed of the current price and the identity of the bidders who
have not yet quit the auction.

• The current price is set to the minimal sales limit, in the Arst round. The minimal
sales limit is randomly drawn. In later rounds, the current price will be equal to the
[sixth]Discriminatory and Uniform [Afth]English highest bid of the round before.

• The minimal bid for the current round is announced at the beginning of each round.
In the Arst round, the minimal bid is equal to the minimal sales limit. In the following
rounds, the minimal bid is raised according to a pre-determined scheme.

• Within the given decision time of a round, a bidder can either quit the auction or
submit a bid no smaller than the minimal bid and no greater than his/her liquidity.
If a bidder lets the decision time elapse, it is assumed that he/she has decided to
quit the auction.

• [The Arst stage of the auction ends when exactly Ave bidders are left who have not
quit the auction. These Ave bidders proceed to the second stage.]Discriminatory and Uniform

• [The auction ends when exactly four bidders are left who have not quit the auction.
The remaining bidders acquire a unit at the current price.]English

• If a bidder has quit the auction, he/she will in general be out of the auction for good,
i.e. not be able to buy a unit of the good. This rule, however, will not be applied
if the application would result in less than [Ave]Discriminatory and Uniform [four]English

bidders being left in the auction. [In such cases, the Arst stage will end and all
bidders who had submitted a bid in the previous round will proceed to the second
stage.]Discriminatory and Uniform [In such cases, all bidders who had submitted a bid in
the current round will acquire a unit. The remaining units will be distributed amongst
those bidders who had submitted a bid in the previous round by randomly selecting
as many of them as necessary. All bidders who acquire a unit pay the current
price.]English
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• [Exception: If less than Ave bidders submit a bid in the Arst round, the Arst stage ends
and those bidders who have submitted a bid will proceed to the second
stage.]Discriminatory and Uniform

• [Exception: If less than four bidders submit a bid in the Arst round, the auction ends.
Those bidders who submitted a bid acquire a unit at the minimal sales price.]English

2nd stage of the auction

• There is only a single round in the second stage. Bidders who have proceeded to
the second stage cannot quit the auction anymore.

• The minimal bid of the second stage is equal to the last current price of the Arst stage.
• Each bidder must submit a Anal bid. Each bid must be at least as great as the
minimal bid. If a bidder chooses to let the decision time elapse without submitting
a bid, it is assumed that he/she has submitted the minimal bid.

• The bidders will be sorted by the increasing order of their bids. If a number of
bidders have submitted equal bids, the corresponding ranks of the bidders with equal
bids are distributed randomly amongst them. The four bidders with the highest ranks
receive a unit of the good at a price equal to [the bid they have submitted]Discriminatory

[the bid submitted by the bidder with the fourth highest rank]Uniform.
• The [bidders and bids]Discriminatory [ranks of the bidders]Uniform are
announced.]Discriminatory and Uniform

PayoFs

• Each participant will receive an endowment in talers.
• A bidder who acquires a unit receives the common value of the unit plus his/her
own additional personal value minus the price he/she has to pay for the unit.

• Note that losses are possible in an auction. This will be the case, if one pays more
for the acquired unit than the sum of the common value and the additional personal
value. Particularly note that your estimate can be higher than the common value.

• After the experiment, your taler credit will be handed to you in DM with the ex-
change rate being DM3 for each 100 talers.

Number of auctions

• We will attempt to run 15 auctions in the available time. You will participate together
with the same other seven bidders in all auctions. Each bidder is of the same type (P
or M) in all auctions. The units’ common values, your estimates, and your additional
personal values are drawn completely independent of the preceding auctions and will
usually be di2erent from one another for di2erent auctions.
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